Model membranes bearing glycolipids and glycoproteins.
The forces that hold cell membrane components together are non-covalent and thermodynamically favoured in aqueous media. Hence virtually any glycolipid or membrane glycoprotein might be expected to be incorporable into lipid bilayer membranes and this expectation has been borne out. In addition methods have been developed for linking lipid fragments to species that would not otherwise be expected to associate with bilayers. Techniques that have been successfully used to generate bilayer structures bearing glycolipids and glycoproteins include hydration of films dried down from non-aqueous solutions of the components, detergent removal from aqueous component solutions, exogenous addition to preformed membranes, and various organic solvent injection or reverse phase approaches. Bilayer association of glycolipids and membrane glycoproteins, with preservation of specific receptor function, seem easy to achieve--in fact difficult not to achieve. Optimization of receptor function to accurately mimic that of cell membranes and efficient preservation of functions such as transport or second messenger activation, are typically more demanding, although still feasible. A systematic approach can give considerable insight into the processes involved via identification of minimal necessary factors. Unfortunately, the actual relative arrangement of components, so critical to subtleties of glycolipid and glycoprotein function, remains almost totally unknown for lack of morphological information in the size range of individual macromolecules. The latter problem has come to be the most critical limitation to many studies.